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1  EXECUTnffiSUMMARY 
1.1  Project Outline 
111 Eurocheques, normal cheques and bank cheques to the value  ()f~CU 100 were 
sent to--recipients with  account~.-~t]~J?anks covering all  Europ~_  Vm~n  _Mem~er 
Stares.- The cost, speed and ease of  the transactions were measured. 
1.2  Maio Conclusion 
Sending cheques by ecu is slow and expensive and, in most Member States, far from 
stiaiglitforward. 
1.3  Costs of Transactions 
Seoden' banks charged their customers on average ECU 8.39 - or nearly a tenth of 
the.vall.le of  the cheque - for undertaking the transaction.  They charged well over 
ECUS in six Member States and -over ECtT 1  o  in four. 
Recipients' banks charged their customers on average ECU 10.44 - or a tenth of  the 
valUe-of the cheque - for encashment.- They charged over ECU 5 in eleven Member 
States and over ECU I  0 in four of  these. 
The average combined charge was ECU 18.32, or nearly a fifth of  the val~~-of  the 
ch~ue.  In all recipient Member-States~ the total charge exceeded ECU  I  0 and in 
four, was over ECU 20. 
There was wide variation of  charges between countries and banks without apparent 
reason.  Recipient's banks~-~  found it hard to prejljct charges: over 60 per cent of 
estimates were wrong, with 8.!! overall bias towards exceeding initial estimates. 
I.  4  Speed of  Transactions 
Seoden' .Q_~s took on average 10 working dap to debit their customers;-In all 
Member States, banks took on average 5 days or over and in five, they took at least 
to~ys: 
Once senders had been debited, recipients' banks took on average 8 working days 
to credltthetr customers,  giving themselves use ofJhe money for that period.  In 
seven out of the  nine Member States affected (banks  in the other three countries 
-----~-~---- ~- ,.~  .. ,  ,....... ................... 
negotiated the cheques and credited their customers immediately), the average debit-
credit period was at least 5 days; in two of  these, it was at least 10 days. 
From_ the date of  paying the cheque in, recipients waited an average of 16 working 
days before receiving their money.  In all nine Member States affected, banks took 
an average of  at over 5 days to credit their customers and in eight, they took over 10 
days. 
As with  charges,  there  was  wide  variability  in  timing  both  within  and  between 
Member States, with no obvious reason why this should be so. -2-
Few banks wanted to predict how long encashment would take:  of those that did, 
half got it right, with just over a quarter of  transactions completed more quickly and 
under a quarter more  slowly than estimated,  although usually by only a couple of 
days. 
I. 5  Ease of  Transactions 
Paying by ecu cheques proved possible in virtually all cases, but most banks evinced 
surprise both at-the currency-used. and· at ~the smalramoliill~-anarew--were entirely 
cofilfoftabte-·Wim-the transactions.  -·+~~~  --- -·  --·  --- --~ 
In Italy, Spain and the Netherlands, banks preferred customers to use bank cheques. 
Encasfiiiient. problems  occurred  in  Greece,  where foreign  currenCies- aie~generally 
prqbletnAticili:··· and .  -the .-Netbettandt.-_:where.·. two· :.Jmnsac.tions .  had::.J.Q:::l!e---being 
abandoned.  Only in ~gillllHljd  b~s_  ~eal  ~t~  the ecu virtually without comment. 
~-- -·-- -- _  ..... -.. -~---·  ~- ·- -- -·- ..  __ ...,,,,__,._. ____ ""''"-' .... ., ......................... ,_.._ .. -.,.....,..... 
French banks proved most expensive and  slowest for  senders  and  recipients,  with 
Qy~-6anks  .. alSo.. generalij:,pi)or:::··Binu~~m:Tiaeiiili<lffrg;J.T~k:=1retgimb and 
~rmany_proved.  quicke~t and cheapest overall.  ' ....... ' ,.  r- -
I.6  Types of  Cheque 
Eurocheques were used where possible,  then normal  cheques,  then bank cheques. 
For  senders, Euroclieq\les·l'Toved cheapest ----by-"ft-··long--way  ..  and  fastest.  For 
recipients,_  bank  che(jUes-wer~---~~~p~sf ·and  easily ··fastest. ·  ~on·  ·llie- total 
transaction, using Eurocheques proved cheapest irid ·resUlted irf tli"ifslfoffest debit-
credit penod (ie -j)eriodlil  whicllbanks-had· use of  the monies):··--··- ·--
I.7  Caveat 
1. 7  .I  The low value of  the ECU 100 cheques and the relationship of  individual customers 
with their banks may mean that it is difficult to extrapolate the report's assessment of 
the  percentage  costs  of ecu  transactions  into  generalised  conclusions.  In  broad 
terms, we would expect that as the amounts increased, the percentage charges might 
decrease quite significantly.  -4 -3-
2  BACKGROUND 
2.1  Aims of the Study 
This study aims to identify the costs and time periods involved in effecting cross-
border payments in the European Union (EU) by means of  cheques denominated in 
ecu. 
It  is  hoped  that  the  results  will  contribute  towards  the  European  Commission's 
ongoing assessment of the measures needed to create an Economic and Monetary 
Union by providing a snapshot of  how banks across the EU currently view the ecu 
and treat it in practice. 
It is  also  hoped that the study might contribute towards European consumer and 
financial  services  policy,  adding  to  the  picture  currently  being  built  up  by  the 
Commission of the charges levied  and  and time taken by banks across the EU in 
effecting cross-border transactions. 
2.2  The Clearing Process 
The majority of cheques in the survey were processed in  the manner described in 
simplified form in Table I below. 
Table 1:  The Clearin  Process 




In this procedure, the sender posts the cheque to the recipient ( 1  ), who pays it into 
his bank (2).  The recipient's bank returns the cheque to the sender's bank for "collection" 
(3).  The sender's bank then debits the sum from its customer's account (4) and returns the 
monies  to the  recipient's  bank  (5).  Finally,  the  recipient's  bank  credits  its  customer's 
account with the final sum (  6  ). -4-
There are thus three dates involved in the process of  clearing a cheque, normally in 
the following order: 
•  Date of  paying in cheque in recipient's account 
•  Value date of  debit from sender's account 
•  Value date of  credit to recipient's account 
The above table is a simplified version of  the collection process in that it does not 
include any  "correspondent" banks in the chain.  These are banks which have an 
arrangement to carry out an exchange of  services for each other.  In many cases in 
our survey, the sender's and recipient's banks were correspondents.  In others, they 
-had to make use of  one or more correspondent intermediary, which added to costs 
and time.  This is noted on the grids at Appendix V wherever possible. 
Another situation which goes beyond the table is that in which, either as the result of 
a particularly good relationship with a customer or because instructed to do so, the 
recipient's bank credits its customer immediately the cheque is paid in.  That is,  it 
does not wait for the monies to return from the sender's bank.  Any charges are 
passed on later.  This procedure is known as "negotiation" and was used in a number 
of  cases in our survey, also noted on the grids at Appendix V
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•  On large amounts, 
negotiation can attract significant interest charges, although this does not affect a 
sum as small as ECU 100. 
3  METHODOLOGY 
3.1  Caveats 
We should draw the Commission's attention to the fol1owing  facts,  which  have a 
bearing on the study's final results: 
•  The amounts involved  may  be  so  small  as to exaggerate the level  of the 
charges imposed.  With larger amounts, the charges might be proportionately 
rather lower. 
•  With one exception in Greece,  the banks used were those where our staff 
already held accounts.  Although these are among the major banks in each 
Member  State,  they  do  not  necessarily  represent  a  cross  .. section  of the 
banking community. 
•  Some of  the banks' responses may have been favourably influenced by good 
customer  relationships,  particularly  as  regards  certain  charges  and 
negotiation of  cheques. 
The timing for negotiated cheques is shown at Appendix V in parentheses.  For example, a cheque 
from Banque Nationale de Paris (BNP, France) was paid into Unibank (Denmark) on 25 January 
1994.  Unibank negotiated it and made  the sum available to  its  long-standing customer on 26 
January.  The BNP account was only debited on 21  February,  making a total of 18 working days 
between credit and debit, shown as (18 days). (2) 
-5-
•  Although our preference was for monies to be sent  via_ Eurocheque, in the 
interest of  maintaining the normality of  the transactions, we did not insist on 
this where banks indicated that normal cheques or bank cheques would be 
more usual. 
•  Equally, we were not required to give banks any instructions about avoiding 
double charging (ie all  charges to be met by sender), nor about sending all 
cheques for collection before crediting recipients:  as a result,  charges were 
made at both ends and a number of  cheques were negotiated. 
•  Some banks in  the  survey may  have well-established  relationships  and  be 
used to dealing with each  other,  while  others may  not.  Identifying  such 
relationships was outside the scope of  the study. 
3.2  Cheques Used 
Four types of  cheque were used: 
•  Normal cheques; 
•  Eurocheques; 
•  Bank cheques; an~ 
•  Girocheques (only three). 
As  mentioned  above,  Eurocheques  were  employed  wherever  this  was  possible 
without appearing unnatural.  On being asked for Eurocheques, banks in Denmark 
and France were clear that normal cheques would suffice.  In the Netherlands, Spain 
and,  to  an  extent,  Italy,  banks  made  it  equally  plain  that,  given  the  particular 
currency involved, they would prefer to issue bank cheques. 
3.3  Making the Payments 
Employees of  our overseas offices in all twelve EU Member States sent cheques to 
the value of  ECU 100 drawn on their own accounts to employees in other Member 
States.  All cheques were sent by normal post.  Most employees sent and received 
three or four cheques.  The majority of  the cheques were paid in over the same two-
day period. 
After posting the cheques,  senders (or originators) noted the date on which the 
amounts ofECU 100 were debited from their account and any charges levied. -6-
On paying in the cheques, recipients (or beneficiaries) noted the date and, in most 
cases, asked their banks to say at what date the cheques would be cashed and what 
the likely  charge would be.  They later noted the dates on which amounts were 
credited, the amounts credited and the actual charges levied, as well as the exchange 
rates applied. 
At the time of  undertaking the survey, foreign currency controls existed that did not 
permit a resident of  Greece to send a cheque in any currency abroad.  The only way 
for Greek residents to do this was to hold a bank account in foreign currency which 
had come from abroad.  Even then, they had to conform to certain requirements laid 
down by the Bank of Greece and monies would have to be transferred via a bank 
transfer.  We therefore did not send cheques from Greece but used Greeks only as 
recipients. 
In Portugal,  there  are  difficulties  in  issuing  Eurocheques.  Banks  first  have  to 
request an authorisation from the SffiS (Sociedade lnterbancaria de  Servi~os, SA), 
which takes  two to three  days  to reply.  If appropriate,  the  SffiS  then  sends  a 
Eurocheque card to the bank,  which in  turn sends  the card's  secret  code to the 
customer  and  issues  the  Eurocheques,  taking  an  average  8-10  working  days. 
Authorisation also depends on the monthly balance of  the account.  One bank, BBI, 
said  simply  that  it  could  not  issue  Eurocheques.  In  the  end,  we undertook  all 
transactions via a single bank, Banco Portugiles do Atlantico (BP  A),  at which the 
account-holder,  an international businessman,  has long had an arrangement to use 
Eurocheques. 
3.4  Banks Used 
2 
36  branches  of 34  banks  were  used,  comprising  three  or four  banks  in  eleven 
Member States and one in Portugal.  A full list is given at Appendix III. 
Post Offices 
We  also  undertook to make  four  transactions  between  Post Office  accounts,  as 
follows: 
•  La Poste (France) to Girobank (UK)
2
; 
•  La Poste (France) to An Post (Ireland); 
•  Girobank (UK) to La Poste (France); and 
•  Girobank (UK) to the Postgiroamt (Germany). 
The UK  Post  Office's former banking arm,  Girobank,  was  privatised in the late  1980s but its 
customers are still able to use the Post Office's counter facilities. -7-
3. 5  Transactions Undertaken 
We undertook Ill transactions between the Member States, as detailed at Appendix 
IV.  The following should be noted: 
•  As  mentioned  above,  Greeks  were  used  only  as  recipients  and  not  as 
senders. 
•  Due to our own administrative difficulties in Luxembourg, we were not able 
to send or receive as many cheques there as with other Member States. 
3.6  Taxes Levied 
Given that Cl!D'  taxation levied on a transaction increases the costs for senders and 
reduces the disposable sum for recipients, we included it in our assessment of  costs. 
Such -taxation  was  imposed  in  only  three  Member  States  and  breaks  down  as 
fo11ows: 
•  In Belgium, VAT at 20.5 per cent is charged on all aspects of  both debiting 
and crediting amounts. 
•  In France, VAT at 18.6 per cent is charged on the service aspects of  credits 
and _debits, which do not include foreign exchange commissions and the cost 
of  issuing a Eurocheque.  Where banks charge for postage, VAT appears to 
be levied  on credits but not on debits.  The  Post Office  does not charge 
VAT. 
•  In Portugal, on debits, taxes equate to 9 per cent of  the service charge plus 
a further 0.009 times the value of  the amount exchanged ("contravalue" tax 
on the escudo equivalent of ECU 100).  On credits,  a 0.9 per cent tax is 
levied--on any charges--made by-originating banks. 
3. 7  Conversion Rates Used 
In converting national currencies to ecu, we took the following approach: 
•  For senders' charges, we used the average ecu exchange rates for the month 
ofFebruary 1994, as follows: 
•  For recipients' credits and charges, we used the exchange rate applied by the 
bank in question when crediting the sum. 
Due to rounding during conversion, the sum of  recipient charges and credits shown 
at Appendix V may add up to ECU 100 ± ECU 0.1 -8-
4  ANALYSIS OF THE FINDINGS 
4. 1  Cost of Transactions 
In  this section,  we  analyse  the  cost of sending ECU  1  00  by  cheque  between the 
Member States, looking at the following: 
•  the charge on senders; 
•  the charges on recipients; and 
•  the total charge. 
Charges comprise the following: 
ON SENDERS 
•  Charges at the time of  issuing cheques (relevant to bank cheques and some 
Eurocheques  ); 
•  Charges levied by recipient or correspondent banks; 
•  Charges at a later date; 
•  Sums retained by the sender's bank; 
•  Taxes. 
ON RECIPIENTS 
•  Charges at the time of  crediting the amount; 
•  Charges levied by originating or correspondent banks; 
•  Taxes. 
TOTAL CHARGES 
Total charge= Sender's charge+ Recipient's charge -9-
4.1.1  Senders' Charges 




Eurocheques appear to be by  far the most cost-effective from a sender's point of 
view (average charge of ECU 3. 94).  Bank cheques,  excluding  Girocheques,  are 
considerably more expensive (ECU 11.1 0) and normal cheques even more so (ECU 
13.81).  The average charge on the three Girocheques was lower (ECU 7.05) but 
the sample is too small to be useful. 
On average, senders' banks in six out of  the twelve Member States charged well in 
excess ofECU 5 for their services and in four charged over ECU 10. 
Charges vary widely between Member States, ranging from an average ECU 2.84 on 
cheques sent from Portugal (which may  be due to their all coming from a  single 
bank  with  which  the.  sender  has  a  particularly  good  relationship)  to  a  hefty 
ECU 18.52 on cheques from France.  France far  exceeds the next country down, 
Ireland, where senders were charged a still high average ofECU 13.9.  Stripping out 
the two Girobank cheques (costing ECU 10.58 each) would make the UK cheapest, 
at an aver  ------..... 
............................ 
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Although most charges on senders were levied by their own banks, four were due 
either to correspondent banks in a chain or to the recipient bank, as detailed in Table 
3 below. 
3  NOTE:  This  is  the  average  of the  total  charges  on  senders,  not an  average  of the 
averages.  The  same  applies  to  charges  on recipients  and  to  the  total  of sender  and 
recipient charges. Table 3: Senders- Overseas Banks' 
Kredietbank 
Germany  Raiffeisenbank 




19.06  BPCI refused ecu cheque so 
intermediary, Lloyds (UK), 
funds. 
As noted in the above table, one of  the odd incidents that occurred during the study 
was the debiting of an extra ECU 19.06 for a cheque to the BPCI (Italy) from the 
TSB (Ireland).  For some reason, the BPCI refused to accept a normal ecu cheque 
from  Ireland,  although  they  accepted  a  normal  cheque  from  France  and  a 
Eurocheque from  the UK.  As  a result,  and  without  consulting the  Irish  sender, 
Lloyds (UK), which was the correspondent bank handling the transfer, required TSB 
to send the funds by telex at a cost of ECU 19.06.  Lloyds then delayed in issuing 
the charge on the Irish sender, which was notified later. 
While  Table 2 above shows the average amounts,  it  is  also  useful  to look at the 
spread  or  variability  of charges  between  banks  within  each  Member  State. 
Variability is measured by calculating the standard deviation and expressing this as a 
percentage of the charge.  Where variability  is  low,  this indicates that banks are 
charging similar amounts; where it is high,  it indicates a large margin of difference 
between charges.  Table 4 below represents this by Member State. 
If we  exclude  Portugal  (where  the  same  bank  was  used  throughout)  and 
Luxembourg (where we have  figures  for  only  three banks),  charges appear most 
consistent between banks in Spain and most variable in Belgium.  The UK figure is 
skewed by two Girobank cheques,  which cost ECU 10.58  each to issue:  without 
these, variability would be minimal. -II-
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Send818 
It should be noted that the charges levied by individual banks in each Member State 
tend to be  the  same  whatever the  country of destination.  Within  each country, 
however,  banks  may  charge  quite  differently  among  themselves.  There  is  no 
obvious explanation why this  should be  so:  there is  no  evidence that it relates to 
particular customer relationships rather than banks' standard practice. 
Standard  deviations,  of course,  may  mask  significant  fluctuations.  As  another 
measure  of variability,  therefore,  we  compared  minimum  and  maximum  charges. 
These show a broad correlation with the standard deviations,  although Ireland and 
France appear to have been affected by "rogue" charges. 
This is illustrated in Table 5 below, which ranks countries by range, narrowest first. 
The  difference  between  the  lowest  and  highest  charge  varies  from  as  little  as 
ECU 1.9 in Spain to as much as ECU 38.65 in France. - 12-
It should again be noted that the presence of  PTT  /Girobank cheques may skew the 
results.  If  we strip these out, the range for France is a lower, albeit still significant, 
ECU 26.64 and for the UK a negligible ECU 2.65. 
Full data by Member State for charges on SENDERS are represented graphically 
at Appendix/, Table A. 
-.,~----- ------------.------------.. 
4.1.2  \Recipients' Charges \ 
\  ---------- -- - ' 
As  Table 6 below shows,  banks charged recipients on average ECU 10.44 for 
crediting their accounts. 
Of the  types  of cheque  used,  there  is  little  difference  between  the  three:  bank 
cheques appear slightly more cost-effective (average charge of ECU 9.32), closely 
followed  by  normal  cheques  (ECU  10.77)  and  Eurocheques (ECU  10.84).  The 
average charge on our three Girocheques was ECU 8. 53. 
Only  in  Italy  did  recipients  pay  on  average  less  than  ECU 5  for  receiving  the 
amount.  In the other eleven Member States, recipients paid over ECU 5 and in four, 
over  ECU  10.  With  the  exception  of Italy  and  Denmark,  average  charges  on 
recipients by individual Member State were higher than those on senders.  See Table 
6 below. 
As with charges on senders, France was by far the most expensive. 
--









Between the Member States, charges on recipients varied less widely than those on 
senders, although France was again by far the most expensive at ECU 27.30: nearly 
twice as high as the next country down, Netherlands, at ECU 13.74.  Cheapest was 
Italy at ECU 3. 72. (3) 
-13-
Not all  costs are attributable to recipient banks.  It is  worth noting the high  fees 
demanded by some originating banks for enabling collection, as detailed in Table 7 
below, which were passed on to the recipients.  Without these, the average cost to 
recipients  in  the  Netherlands,  Portugal  and  Spain  would  have  been  significantly 
lower.  The same is not true for France and Germany. 
Irish banks - Allied Irish Banks and Ulster Bank - were responsible for the majority 
of extra  charges,  followed  by  Banco  Portugfies  do  Atlantico  (Portugal),  which 
levied a huge charge on the Spanish recipient. 
Portugal  Banco PortugOes dO 
Atlantico 
Spain  Banco Central Hispano 
UK  National Westminster 
Bank 
SPA attributed all 
charges on recipients to 
sender's banks: 
otherwise would have 
1-------+----------i  made no charge 
13.04 
The  average  charge  on  recipients  in  the  Netherlands  was  inflated  by  a  "rogue" 
charge of ECU 34.73  in foreign exchange commission on a cheque from the BPA 
(Portugal); the final  sum also took 41  days to be debited.  Without this, the Dutch 
average would have been around ECU 9. 
A further,  unexpected and indirect charge on recipients arose out of some banks' 
decision to hold back a part of  the sum to be sent:  that is,  they simply deducted a 
portion for their own use and still levied a charge on the sender.  Recipient countries 
affected were Greece, France and the Netherlands.  The two banks which kept sums 
back  from  recipients  in  the Netherlands  retained  the  highest  average  amounts  -
around a fifth  of the total sum  - but more banks held  back money from  Greece, 
albeit at a lower average ofECU 8.  Table 8 below gives details. - 14-
Greece 
Netherlands 
The variability among charges within each Member State, calculated as described in 
l. 3. 7 above, is illustrated in Table 9 below. 
Charges on recipients appear most consistent between banks in Luxembourg and 
Denmark.  Portuguese and Spanish charges on recipients show the widest variances, 
in  contrast with  those  countries'  charges  on  senders,  which  are among  the least 
divergent. 
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Beneficiaries 
As regards the charges by banks in each Member State, if  we include those levied by 
originating banks and passed onto recipients, very few individual banks charge the 
same  for  different  transactions.  If,  however,  we  strip  out  originators'  charges, 
individual banks in eight Member States all charge recipients the same, whatever the 
country of  the cheques' origin. -15-
Of  the other four Member States, in France, some Credit Lyonnais charges vary; in 
Ireland,  Ulster Bank charged more for  a  Eurocheque  from  Lloyds  (UK);  in  the 
Netherlands, ABN AMRO charged more for a Eurocheque from Banco Portugfies 
do Atlantico (Portugal); and in the UK, Barclays charged more for a normal cheque 
from BPCI (Italy), while all charges from National Westminster varied. 
Within each Member State, different banks tend to charge recipients differently,  as 
they do for senders.  Again, there is no clear reason why this should happen. 
Taking our other measurement of  variability, this being the range between minimum 
and maximum charges, there is a broad correlation with the standard deviations, as 
there was for senders.  See table 10 below. 
Pull  data  by  Member  State  for  charges  on  RECIPIENTS  are  represented 
graphically at Appendix I,  Table B. 
4. 1. 3  Total Charges 
As Table 11 below shows, taking banks at both ends of  the transaction, the average 
total charge was ECU 18.32, or nearly a fifth of  the value of the cheque. 
Eurocheques are cheapest to use (average charge ECU 15.58),  followed  by  bank 
cheques (ECU 21.29),  with normal cheques most expensive (ECU 22.34).  (The 
average for our three Girocheques was ECU 15.5 8.) 
In all  recipient Member States, the average total charge exceeded ECU 1  0 and in 
four of  these it was over ECU 20. - 16-
With the exception of  France, total charges do not vary as widely between Member 
States as do charges on senders or recipients alone:  all remain within ECU 4 of  the 
average
4
•  ltalL  __ _and_D.e_nmark _  _ar_e__clle.ap~st_  __ (ECU  14.16._  and ___ ECJ..!_  14.53 
respectively),  ___ with  __ the_  UK  and,  _by  ___ a  __ long  ~ay~  France  the  most  expensive 
(ECU 21.68 and ECU 3  5. 0 I respectively).  -·  -- -__________ ., __ _ 
---- --------- -·  ··~·- '  ~  -·  '  -
---------~  _p ___ ---------
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Charges do, however, vary considerably within all Member States, as illustrated in 
Table 12 below.  Variability is particularly wide in the Netherlands and Italy.  In the 
former, this is partly because sending banks retained large amounts. 
Table 12:  Total Charges- Variability 
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Luxembourg, which only processed four cheques, is here excluded. -17-
The  wide  differences  between  mtrumum  and  maximum  amounts  underline  the 
variability  of total  charges within Member  States.  As  table  13  shows,  even  in 
Denmark, where they are relatively stable, charges differ by as much as ECU 17 .28. 
In a further nine countries, they differ by over ECU 30 and in six, by over ECU 40, 
with a charge in  the Netherlands of as high as ECU 60.37.  France, the UK and 
Spain also stand out for having at least one exceptionally high charge. 
Full data  by Member Stale for  TOTAL  charges are  represented graphically at 
Appendix I,  Table C. 
4 .1. 4  Actual vs Predicted Charges on Recipients 
At the time of  paying in, recipients asked banks to say what their charges would be 
for encashing the cheques.  In giving an estimate, many banks said that they could 
not be absolutely certain because of the possibility of charges from senders' banks. 
In the event, just under 40 per cent of predictions proved to be accurate,  with 
almost as many charges higher than predicted and a quarter of  charges lower.  Table 
14 below gives details. 
The  number  of actual  charges  that  were  higher  than  predicted  was greatest  in 
France, Ireland, the UK, Portugal and Germany respectively.  The number of  lower 
charges was greatest in Belgium, Greece and Spain.  Only in Denmark ( 100 per cent 
success) and Spain were over half the responses accurate. -18-
Table 14:  Actual vs Predicted Cha  es on Reci  ients 
100~~~------------~--------~~ 
I 
4.2  Speed of Transactions 
5 
In  this  section,  we  measure  the  speed  with  which  senders  and  recipients  were 
debited and credited, looking specifically at the following: 
•  the time taken to debit senders 
•  the time taken between debit and credit dates; and 
•  the time taken to credit recipients. 
In its draft directive on cross-border transactions (by SWIFT and normal transfers 
rather  than  cheque),  the  Commission  has  proposed  that,  where  banks  do  not 
themselves state in advance how long a transfer will take, monies should be sent by 
the sender's bank to the recipient's bank within  5 days  and made available to the 
recipient within one day after that. 
Long delays before debiting the sender may indicate poor communications between 
banks or unfamiliarity with the ecu
5
.  The delays would be irritating to customers 
and reduce the attraction of  making payments by cheques written in ecu.  But they 
would not necessarily imply that banks were making use of the monies themselves. 
Long delays between debit and credit dates, however, could indicate that the banks 
were using the monies for their own purposes. 
Whether the situation is  peculiar to  the  ecu  or applies  equally to other foreign  currencies or, 
indeed, to domestic transactions is not something on which we feel qualified to comment. - 19-
4.2.1  Time Taken to Debit Senders 
Bank cheques,  which  were  used  in  the  Netherlands  and  Spain,  were  debited  to 
senders on the day they were drawn, which was before they were paid in.  We have 
therefore excluded them from our calculations for this section.  As mentioned above, 
it was not possible to send cheques from Greece. 
As  Table  15  below shows, from the date on which recipients paid in the cheques, 
banks took an average ·orro--worlilngdiys-to  detiif"the ECU  ~ro«ftroili  sen-ders' 
accounts.  ·-- · 
-
Across the EU, Eurocheques were debited faster than normal cheques (an average 
of9 as opposed to 12 days).  Of  the three Girocheques, only the one from La Poste 
(France) was treated like a normal cheque rather than a bank cheque,  and took 8 
days to be debited. 
If we exclude two extremely high  "rogue" results from Denmark to Germany and 
France to the Netherlands, the average time overall- and for normal cheques- falls 
to 9 days. 
All  Member States took an average of 5 days  or more to debit  senders,  and five 
took 10 days or more. 
Debit  periods  ranged  from  an  average  of 5  days  in  Luxembourg  and  7  days  in 
Belgium to 18 days in Italy.  See Table 15 below. 
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As  Table  16  below shows,  in  nearly all  Member Staes, there was a good deal of 
variation  between  the  number  of days  before  individual  banks  debited  their 
customers.  If  we exclude Luxembourg, where we have complete data on only three 
transactions, the degree of  variability is lowest in Portugal: however, this may be a 
result  of all  Portuguese  transactions  going  through  a  single  bank.  Of medium 
variation are Ireland, Italy, Germany and the UK, with Belgian banks showing more 
variance still and France and Denmark the most of all.  The latter two are heavily 
influenced by the two "rogue" results mentioned above. 
Not  only  do  debit  periods  differ  between  different  banks:  there  is  virtually  no 
'similarity between those for the same bank.  Only five banks took the same number 
of  days to debit senders, and this for just two transactions each. 
Table 16:  Debit Period- Variabili 
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Comparing  the 
minimum and maximum time taken, Member States fall into much the same order as 
above, with Italy and Belgium swapping places due to particularly long debit periods 
in Italy.  See Table 17 below. 
Full  data  by  Member  State  for  DEBIT times  are  represented graphically  at 
Appendix II,  Table A. (4) 
-21-
-----------·· 
4.3  c:[~'fllken  Between~~~~~ 
How lQng_did _banks_ take lo_ mak~  monies  J!Y~le  to recipients once they had been 
/debited  fro~ s~~~r.~?._!1!_9th~!_-~Qr~~-\V-~~at_~~~Jh~~!~~S!~~£C!!~~  In which the 
baflks, rather than their customers, had use of  the money? 
---~------- ·- .  -·  ---
The total periods between the date on which senders were debited  and recipients 
were creaiteclWefe-almost ·equaily diVided between being in favourof-the.bafiks and 
of the customers.  . As -With. debit times  above, -ntis  exCiiides-barur··cne(j_tfe5, which 
were drawn early. 
In just over half the cases,  cheques were credited to recipients only once they had 
been debited to senders, giving the bank a period in which to use the money.  For 
the rest, as a result of their good relationship with their customers, banks chose to 
credit recipients with the sum immediately, even before collection from the overseas 
bank. 
It  is  not  possible  to  draw  any  real  conclusions  about  timing  from  these  latter 
11 abnormal 
11  cases.  We concentrate in this section, therefore, on the 51  per cent of 
cases in which the banks behaved normally:  that is,  waited until  collection before 
crediting the recipients.  This excludes all transactions in Denmark, Spain and Italy, 
as well as a number in other Member States 
On  this  basis,  the  average  period  between  debiting  senders  and  crediting 
recipients was 8 working days. 
Across the nine Member States, there was virtually no difference between the time 
banks took to credit Eurocheques and normal cheques (rounded figures are 7 and 8 
days respectively).  The Girobank cheque from La Poste (France) to the UK took 12 
days from the debit date to be credited. 
In seven out of  the nine countries, the debit-credit period was five days or more and 
in two of  these it was at least  10 days.  (The average for France refers to just two 
transactions).  Banks had longest use of customers' money in  Greece and shortest 
use in the Netherlands and Portugal.  See Table 18 below. -22-
Table 18:  Avera  e Debit-Credit Perio~ 
12~--------------------
10 
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As  Table  19  below shows,  the times taken for different  transactions to the same 
Met'riber Sfate are  tll()~t similar for cheques to 6ennmty and Pottugat·ttttree~-cheques 
each)  _igq_~tiiQ:~~- _y~ed  for those to the UK and the Netherlands.  The latter" variation 
is .dl!~JQ  __ 9ne partic~ariYTong ctedif.:debit period. 
..  ~- . - - - - -- --·- -- - -- - -- ----o..·-~-- -· 
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Double-checking the above variances against the ranges shown in Table 20 below 
emphasises the wide differences in timing. -23-
Full data by Member State for DEBIT-CREDIT times are represented graphically 
at Appendix II,  Table B.  This shows all timing: that in favour of  customers as well 
as of  banks. 
4.4~~ts 
6 
For _recipients, _the  m<:>st  imp~rt!l:l!  __ thil!.S  __ i~  __ _!_~_~_!!!_~y-~~~--~~~--_QfJ_~~ -~Q_~~Y.!~oon 
as possible after paying in a cheque. 
A number of banks recognised this and took the decision  t~_.!!~g_o~-~~!-~-!._~~--~~~ques 
and--creolt- -fheli-· (follg:sianrungrcustomers iri· ·advance."- --··All  cheques in  Denmark, 
Spmn and Italy were.negoi_~~ted.-- - ··  --·- ~ 
In most cases,  negotiation resulted in  customers receiving  the  monies  within  1-3 
days.  This  r~l~~s,  <>f _cqurse,··-:on·tn<f~l:liqt15$  -·tqto~g~:~!m.~  t.o  ... Jollow, 
which not all  did  with the ecu
6
.  In France,  for example,  the rural branch of the 
Banque Nafioriale  de. Pans at which  our customer has  his  account was uncertain 
how to deal with an ecu cheque.  They therefore sent it to a larger branch in the 
nearest town,  which  negotiated  it  and  returned  the  monies  to the  branch.  The 
customer thus had to wait  10 working days.  In Portugal, the wait for negotiated 
cheques was 6-7 days. 
As mentioned above, it is  not possible to draw any real conclusions regarding the 
timing of negotiated cheques.  We concentrate in this section, therefore, on those 
cases in which the banks collected the monies before crediting the recipients.  Again, 
this excludes all transactions in Denmark,  Spain and  Italy.  It does,  however,  of 
course include bank cheques and comprises 6  7 per cent of  all transactions. 
Given the above,  banks took an average of 16 days from the paying-in date to 
credit the monies to recipients' accounts. 
Comparing the different types of cheque,  bank cheques were clearly quickest ( 12 
days), with normal cheques (17 days) and Eurocheques (18 days) somewhat slower, 
albeit similar to each other. 
Again, speculation as to how far such behaviour may apply to other foreign currency transactions 
or, indeed, transactions in general is outside the scope of  this report. -24-
Recipients had on average to wait over 5 days for the monies in all Member States 
and over 10 days in eight out of  the nine.  See Table 21 below. 
The shortest average delay was in  Luxembourg (7  days)  and  the longest and the 
longest, by a factor of  three or more,  in the Netherlands and Greece.  The reasons 
behind the delays in the latter countries is discussed in 3 below. 
TabJe 21:  Avera  e Time Before Creditin  Recipient$ 
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As  Table 22 below illustrates,  there is  little  consistency in  credit  periods in  most 
Member  States.  Variations  between  banks  were  generally  wide,  being  most 
pronounced in Greece, the Netherlands and the UK.  Even the median grouping of 
Belgium,  France,  Portugal and Germany  shows wide variation.  Differences were 
smallest in Luxembourg and Ireland. 
In  a  number  of Member  States,  notably  Belgium,  Ireland,  Luxembourg  and 
Portugal, individual banks displayed  internal consistency in  the time  they took to 
credit customers. -25-
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Looking  at  the  ranges  of charges  within  each  Member  State  stresses  the  wide 
differences between timing,  with countries clustered in the same way,  as Table 23 
below reveals. 
Full data  by Member  State for CREDIT times  are  represented graphically  at 
Appendix II,  Table C.  As with Table B,  this shows timing in favour of  customers as 
well as banks. 
4.5  Actual vs Predicted Timing 
Many banks were unwilling to predict how long the cheques might take to clear.  Of 
those  that  would,  most  gave  themselves  wide  leeway  ("Minimum  of 12  days", 
"Around 20 days",  "2-4 weeks").  Half the transactions were completed within the 
time quoted.  Just over a quarter were completed earlier and slightly under a quarter 
later,  in most cases by only a couple of days.  (Notable differences are mentioned 
elsewhere in this report.) -26-
5  Ease of Transactions 
Undertaking the transactions was far from straightforward in many Member States. 
Banks across the EU were"surprised._both tbat ~h~ir CU:~tomers would want to issue 
che~~-- ~!t  ~C:!-L ~Q  !!L  __ th~  __ smJ!Jl  -~iz~  __ Qf  tb~- amounts. _____ .IhiLriuijorliy~  __ ]iowever, 
managed to cope, albeit in different ways. 
Treatment of the transactions varied  considerably between Member States but did 
not on the whole inspire confidence.  With few exceptions, banks do  not make the 
ecu  a  user-friendly  currency.  Uncertainty--aiid  ___ rur·tnabitity-nr·-~prnvtde "'COncrete 
infOfiiiitiOii~ii.ere-:the~~~--&:.mentlone(f-~ibove,~--whethei  lliiS.JfU~~ case-only for 
ecu  transactiQ!JS  or is  also  true of  ~ther foreign  currency transactions -or,  indeed, 
other domestic transactions is not something on which we can  .. fonn' a  juifgment. 
Specific  difficulties  appeared  to  be  the  result  of one  or more  of the  following 
reasons: 
Unfamiliarity with the ecu at a branch level; 
Unfamiliarity with the ecu throughout the bank; 
Uncertainty as to how to issue or process a cheque in ecu, whether a normal, 
Euro  or  bank  cheque  (as  opposed  to  making  an  ecu  transfer  by,  say, 
SWIFT); 
General  expense  of,  and  slowness  in,  processing  cheques  in  any  foreign 
currency; 
General problems dealing with foreign currencies; 
Poor intematcommunications; 
Poor communications between banks in different countries. 
Details given on bank statements or execution advices were variable and sometimes 
inconsistent  within  the  same  bank:  the  same  &urns  were  attributed  to  foreign 
exchange  commission  on  one  statement  and  service  charges  on  the  next;  it  was 
unclear whether "correspondent" referred to the recipient bank or a different one in 
a chain; charges were individually itemised on one statement and lumped together on 
another; amounts retained by sending banks were not identified; and so on. 
Particular points of  interest not covered above or at  below are as follows. 
~·  _____ ....  ~i.>~---·-·-----. 
5.1  !~~~~~g ~:~-~ 
Perh;ms the greatest acceptan~  Qf, wd fe.w~st Rt:P\?.~llJS  _w.i.1b,.Jl!~.J~cq_~f2J!nd in 
Belgiu~-:~--!!~njsh  J>anks  facilitated .  the  transactions  egMally_"8m_Qg!h!J J~_yt_  __ ~L~~ 
considered them somewhat unorthodox. 
O~e Irish  bank  felt  that  the  absence  of a  ce~~~ec!!  __  cl~-~n.g  ____ ~y~t~----~!llch 
necessitated  returning  -eCitclil~Cftre'S"_,fo  .. 'lne--Wuing  bank  for  encashment,  led  to 
~oilSiaeiab1eaeiiy ana  iaOeato  c~sts:·-- For· them,  transmitting  money--Via  .... ecu 
cheQlles-wasTneffiaeni and would be discouraged. 
._/ 
There was  some uncertainty about the ecu  among  a few  Italian and  all  Spanish 
banks, which preferred their. customers to use bank cheques in ecu. -27-
Dutch banks appeared least comfortable wit~_!h~~ecu: 
~  --------- -- '  - '  ----- ~------ --- -----------
•  Although our colleagues ordered Eurocheques well in advance, their banks 
(ABN AMRO Bank,  Rabobank  and  lNG Bank) only told them at  the last 
minute that ecu payments could not be made by Eurocheque but would have 
to be made by bank cheques. 
•  Furthermore, confusion at lNG Bank meant that no Dutch cheques went to 
Greece,  Ireland,  Italy or Luxembourg.  The local  lNG branch asked  their 
head office for instructions on issuing bank cheques in  ecu.  This  said  the 
procedure  would  be  too  difficult  and  expensive  for  a  cheque  of only 
ECU 100.  Our colleague nevertheless told them to go ahead.  The branch 
then  asked  the  head  office  to  send  the  cheques  directly  to the  overseas 
recipients.  After  a  long  wait  and  consequent  enquiries,  the  head  office 
declared they had never received instructions from the branch.  They were 
unwilling to put this in writing, but offered to send the cheques at once.  Our 
Dutch project manager commented:  "I must tell you that Mr [  ... ],  after the 
problems with his  bank,  is  rather fed  up  with the whole  ecu business  and 
prefers to end his  participation this very day".  With the agreement of the 
Commission, he was allowed to do this. 
As  regards Post Offices,  we encountered  severe problems in  Ireland.  Although 
originally informed it was not possible to lodge ecu cheques to An Post accounts, on 
double-checking  we  were  told  it  was  indeed  possible  and  thus  went  ahead. 
However, when we attempted to pay in the cheque from La Poste (France) at  An 
Post's head office (GPO), it was refused.  We contacted the savings section, which is 
at a separate location, and were informed that the GPO staff were wrong and the 
cheque would be accepted.  Yet  when  we represented the cheque  at  the savings 
section head office, it transpired they would only accept drafts and not cheques.  We 
decided not to pursue the matter.  Throughout, the individuals we spoke to at An 
Post seemed ignorant of  the ecu. 
5.2  Receiving Ecu Cheques 
This proved particularly complicated in Greece: 
•  Credit Bank said it was the general policy of all Greek banks not to cash 
Eurocheques  written  in  any foreign  currency.  They  could,  however,  be 
encashed (in Greek drachmas rather than the currency they were written in) 
after gaining the permission of  the issuing bank.  This usually took 30 days. 7 
-28-
•  In  the  event,  Credit  Bank  required  its  customer  to  take  a  cheque  from 
Germany to its headquarters, where she was informed it would take 60 days 
to clear, and not the 30 originally quoted, due to the fact that it was in ecu. 
(It  actually  took  43  days,  as  did  the  cheque  from  Italy;  cheques  from 
Belgium and Portugal took 27 and 28 days respectively.) 
•  Ergo Bank told its account-holder that they could  not cash the cheque in 
either ecu or drachmas.  She was advised to take the cheque to the Bank of 
Greece or National Bank of Greece (NBG).  She eventually encashed it  at 
theNBG. 
•  An  account-holder  at  the  NBG was  told  that,  because  his  cheque  from 
France was in ecu, it would have to be sent for clearance to the French bank 
first,  which would take 30 working days.  If  the cheque had been in French 
francs,  he  would  have  received  the  money  straight  away.  Extra charges 
would be around ECU 21.82 (GDR 6 000).  The cheque actually took only 
14 days to clear - the quickest in  Greece - and the service charge was the 
same as for all cheques paid into the NBG (ECU 12. 73, or GDR 3,500). 
In Ireland, our experience with Ulster Bank
7 underlined the absence of across-the-
board procedures for dealing with foreign cheques: 
•  Ulster Bank negotiated both a normal cheque from France and a Eurocheque 
from  the  UK,  crediting  ECU  100  for  both.  The  latter  was  sent  for 
collection,  however,  attracting  charges  from  the  UK  sender  (ECU 13. 11) 
and UK agent (ECU 8.37) which reduced the final sum to ECU 78.52. 
•  The  sending  of execution  advices  appears  to  depend  on  arrangements 
between  foreign  banks  and  their  Irish  correspondents.  An  Ulster  Bank 
cheque  was  sent  for  collection  by  Rabobank  (Netherlands)  to  Ulster's 
correspondent,  the Bank of Ireland,  and  no  notification was issued to the 
Irish sender.  However, Ulster Bank cheques to other Member States were 
sent  for  collection  to  Ulster's  International  Trade  Service,  which  issued 
automatic notifications to senders. 
In the Netherlands, ABN AMRO quoted an extra charge of  ecu 34.73 (NLG 75) in 
advance for returning the Portuguese cheque to the BPA for payment and warned 
that the process would take an  extra two weeks.  It took 41  days,  ie an  extra 20 
days on top of  the average 21  for the Netherlands. 
Portugal also appears to lack consistent rules.  For example, when a cheque in ecu 
or other foreign  currency is  paid  into  the  BPA,  a  "Credit  Commission"  decides 
whether to credit the amount  at  once or wait  until  the cheque has  been  sent  for 
collection. 
Ulster Bank is owned by National Westminster Bank (UK) and operates in the Republic of Ireland 
as well as Northern Ireland. I 
(5) 
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6  Correlations 
In this final section, we compare various elements of  the study, looking for relevant 
patterns and associations. 
6.1  Types of  Cheque 
As noted above, we used Eurocheques where possible.  Where normal cheques or 
bank cheques were employed, this was the result of  banks' preferences.  How did the 
different types of  cheque compare in terms of  cost and speed?  On balance, as Table 
24 below illustrates, normal cheques came out worst and Eurocheques best. 
For senders, Eurocheques were by far the cheapest and fastest.  Normal cheques 
proved to be the most expensive and slower. 
For recipients,  bank  cheques  were  a  little  cheaper  and  significantly  faster  than 
normal cheques or Eurocheques.  Normal cheques were only very slightly cheaper 
and faster than Eurocheques. 
OveraU, Eurocheques proved cheapest, with a big difference between them on one 
hand and bank cheques and normal cheques on the other, normal cheques being the 
most  expensive.  Paying by  Eurocheque also  gave  banks  slightly  shorter use  of 
customers' money than did paying by normal cheque. 
------------------ ~  ~  --- ---
6.2  /  Ease of  Use vs Speed vs ~ 
How far did the various factors in the transactions balance each other out?  Did 
good service mean higher costs or a long waiting period keep charges low?  We 
examine each Member State in turn to see if  any patterns emerge. 
In Franc~!?.~P!li.JJJ1.barriers inl.he_way._of send!Dg _  _<?_r  !~ceiving ecu cheques and 
rewarded themselves  ~ell for Jm~~~~ Not only _did  all  their ciiafgesTarexceeoany 
other "Member  State'S-l)~t-Frt~~~~~  -~~_s  w~~-.among_the- slQWe.~LtQ_4~6i!ind credit, 
WitfCoruy"ilieek-banks -alloWing themselves greater use of customers' money.  As 
se!lder~  soci6t6 G~i:i6rate also· ·retairioo nearlyalimrorme sum-trOMltre-Netherlands 
and charged a similar sum to Portugal. 
At_the other end of  the scale, however,  l?_~§_J!! Luxembourg maqe it equally easy 
to send cheques;  c_!l_f!_f..&ed  !.~n9~~~~a.ii~fi=e_cipiet1t~ ~ong  the least;  ang  o.~b1ted and 
crediteasums.-more quickly than most.  The banks.allo~ed  themseJ:y~!_-~-4~s' use of 
the monies, whicnmafCiied'the' overall average~--·--~---~- ---30-
Greek banks somewhat compensated for the inconvenience to recipients discussed 
abave  by-cnargtng-aretativetyJQ~~~~rage sum  of under Ecu--z.- --The-National 
Bank-or-Greece's customer,  however,  recelve(rJess~  ... as--a re-su1t  of the  decision  of 
foreign  banks to hold  back some of the monies  sent.  Greek banks  also  took the 
longest to credit recipients,  almost  half of which time they retained the monies for 
their own use. 
I 
In the Netherlands, ba'*is did little to mitigate the  !~uble  _desc~~~d above which 
th~au~ed  -~E~-~-~~---~Q__f~-~8.~~-!~~~---~~~- _tlti~4  Ng~~-~!"'-~~.!!~~~ '" ...  (~.~~ Danks 
issued ba~  _c_h_e_!I!!~_,  __ g~!?jt!!!l!~~  ~Q!,dd not be measured.)  Receiving money proved 
easier  than  sendi~g_J!J,J:!t  ~~s_ ev,~n -~ore  ~experiswe and  took almost  a working 
mq_ntb.  This  should  perhaps be  attributed to  ineffidency  .. i-aiher1Iian'vena1ity,  as 
Dutch banks  controlled the monies  for  only four  days,  the  shortest period of all. 
Two Dutch recipients also suffered from a fifth of  the sum being retained by banks 
in France and Portugal. 
D._uish banks were an all-round success:  t.b~.~~~-~~~-~!~g_  !l,ld  E~Eeiyi~g cheques 
extremely easy, charged  ~ll~~t!:ln_ger_  !h_~_  ~Y~r~g~ cost and took just  ~~er  the 
av~age_!i~~-~--~~~!._~he.P.::,_~-~~~ipi~nts enjoy~~- Cl!l)_Q.t]gJh~.Jg~~st charges of any 
Member  State.  (As  all  the  banks  negotiated  the  cheques,  we  cannot  form  a 
judgmentabout credit times.) 
Sending  cheques  also  went  smoothly  in  Italy,  partly  as  a  result  of banks'  own 
deciSion  to  u~e  ... ~~~E:_~eqtJ:~[I!iJ1alf.the cases~  .. :  thiS. _gave~·:Ii.S~~:_62w~y~o the 
second  'hl~~st  C~..D..EndeJ.:S  in. the.EU-'__Ihose.sen~used  Eurocheques 
waited Jong~tQ(cill.Meml?,er State~ to b~  d~~J.!st~J:!!LEQsi!_ive side,  recipients 
~  ,.,._  _,,._..._  .  ._ ...  ,...._,.~,.-_,, .. _,. 
in Ital~_p~~~- the l9west (;barges, with three out of  fow:  l;\IJQCJ1~-'ll!~~  J)<t!.l!i credited 
in  full,  free  of charge.  (Again,  cheques  were  negotiated  so  credit  times  are 
irrelevant. J  ·For  some  reason,  one  bank  refused  a  Eurocheque  from  Ireland, 
occasioning the Irish sender considerable telex costs. 
Spanish banks  similarly  decided  to  issue  bank  cheques,  but  for  all  transactions 
~  (hence debit times are irrelevant).  Co~  __ !!.<?~~"..e~?--~e_!l)~~~gi~m below_av~mge, as 
did charges on  recipi~~t~_(n~_gqtiated  ch~ques, so  noJ~r.~itJimes).  -----=--·-.  ~ 
German  banks  expedited  the  transactions  witho~!.-.J?~!~~~? _  ~-h~_gi_~g  s~nders 
relatively  little  and  ta:king-"an  average"'1eij_-aays lo.  .. debit  them;·-····-ReGipieniS--were 
chafgeaafotind tfi~--~~~-as in Spain and were credited .s.econd fast_est, wit!t the bank 
maKing one--o"fthe .shortest uses ofthe customers' money: only 5 days.  - ·-----
---~·~.....__ __  .h~·~_,.,  ___  ........  ~~  ______ ,_  ..... _ .. ~·- ... ;-~.............._  ___  ... ______  ,., 
In  Ir~land, sei1d~!§  _8!14  r~tcipi~nts _were. both_ char_g~dJ~:.little. above the_ averag~, but 
debit and credit times :w_ere_~ !ittle b.elow.  Irish_banks only  .. ma.d~  c~mparatively brief 
use~~of the. morues~  They treated non-customers less well,  exacting heavy duirges 
frrunoverseas"'recipients' banks in six cases. 
In the UK, banks were also easy to deal with and senders got an  e~~!!_Qetter__ileal, 
witit~~~!~~-~!l~--t~~J~:_v_of  :~_~st·_· Of!lc~~~e-qu~s·"-ar~.-.ex~l~~-~c!>~.~d a 
reasonably  short  average  debit  period.  Recipients  fared  less. well-'  paytng  above 
averageCltarges and  wmtmg~~  ~  ~~~~~to.wr~ceive their ~o~~y~-;~;;-haif  of'w~c~_time -31-
the banks had use of  it.  Two UK banks retained part of  the monies sent to France 
ana Greece, in effect adding to overseas recipients' costs. 
In Portugal, transactions may well have benefited from a good relationship with the 
sing1e bank used, whlcn-leVied-die lowest average-charge. for sendin~f the -clieques 
and a relatively low charge for receiviilg. them~~  .. tiicieed, -·fm(fif nofbeen-ror-overseas 
batik's chirges, the 'reCipient-woui(fhave paid  ooihffig·~- \Vhile -.the"de6ii ·period was 
among the longest,  the .  cregit_~rio<L.w~s shortest  of all,  with. the -batik  making 
second briefest use of  the money.  However, hefty coliectlon charges-werelevied on 
German and Spanish banks and almost a fifth was retained from the monies sent to 
the Netherlands. 
Belgian banks come out well across the board.  All charges and payment periods are 
below average, with banks making use of  the money for the same average period as 
Luxembourg. 
In conclusion, no overall pattern· emerges.  Nor does it between countries: to take 
two random examples, while a normal cheque from France to Belgium was credited 
free  of charge,  a  Eurocheque from  Belgium  to France  cost the  recipient  nearly 
ECU 25; and while a Eurocheque from Germany to Italy also cost nothing, a bank 
cheque from Italy to Germany cost nearly ECU 14. APPENDIX I 
Charges 
A:  On Senders 
B:  On Recipients 
C:  In Total -33-
APPENDIX I 
Table A:  Charges on SENDERS by Member State 
Charges levied by Originating Banks on their Customers in each Member State 
KEY 
•  Normal cheque 
•  Eurocheque 
0 Bank cheque 
FRENCH Senders• Charges 
Recipients 
ITALIAN Senders• Charges 
Recipients 





o.¥lL"-""4D-..JZo..CI):~~t:  ..; 
0  ~Cl=  :::>  ~ 
Aeclpients 





LcJIIIILIIIII.l...JdlllllJ  0 mm.¥&L'-4D-ZO..CI):ilt:  f 
..-NO  <!J=  :::>  -4: 
Recipients 





PORTUGUESE Senders' Charges  SPANISH Senders• Charges 
40  40 
30  30 
2~  a~ 
10 
10 h,,~r~nnr1nr1nn 
om.¥lL .......  ..J  Cl):~~t: 
0  ~Cl=  z  :::>  ~ 
Recipients 
DANISH Senders• Charges 
Recipients 
IRISH Senders• Charges 
Recipients 










O CD.¥&Lto  '-to  ._ e-..JZQ..CI)  cD 
0  lL~~(!)- ~ 
Recipients 
• La Poste (F),  Postgiroamt (Ger),  Girobank (UK) -34-
APPENDIX I 
Table B:  Charges on RECIPIENTS by Member State 
Charges levied  by Recipient  Banks on their Customers (the Beneficiaries)  in each 
Member State 
KEY 
•  Normal cheque •  Eurocheque D Bank cheque 
BELGIAN Beneficiaries• Charges 
:~ 
aao~  CD20 
10  1.101olo  I  Q.li:U..._._CDN(')ZQ..CI)~  cD 
0  ~0.!:::  ;:,  ~ 
Senders 







0  .!:::  ;:,~  ~ 
Senders 






Qm.li:U..._CD  ~ 
0  ~.!::0..(/)::l  1 
Senders 














GREEK Beneficiaries' Charges 
50 
Senders 




CD  20 
10 
oJm~.ll:  .....  ~-~o..lLCI)~~~·~ 
0~  ~ 
Senders 






. O·JmQ.ll:llu..llld  ...  I.II!II.,~_Jc:::zllo..._~L.-·.; 
0  ~.!:::~  ;:,  ~ 
Senders 














OIID.li:U..  ...  -..JO..CI)~ 
0  ~  ;:, 
Senders 








UK Beneficiaries• Charges 
50 
Senders 
* La Poste (F),  Die Post (Ger),  Girobank (UK) -35-
APPENDIX I 
Table C:  TOTAL Charges by Member State 
Total Charges  levied  by  Senders'  and Recipients'  Banks on each  Transaction,  by 
Member State 
KEY 
•  Recipient  •  Foreign sender D Retained by sending bk 
1 2 3 4 =  Different sending banks  n =  Normal cheque 
e =  Eurocheque 
b = Bank cheque 
TOTAL Charges - BELGIUM  TOTAL Charges - DENMARK 
ro  ro 
60  60 














22.78  22.47 
ct  ~ 
c  .0  cp  ~  c.)  da  .... 
lD  lD  ~ - ...1  z 
C)  C) 
C'\1 
ct  2 












0  cp  c  cp  c 
da  da 
Ill  LL  a;  ~ - ...1  z  ~ 
C) 
TOTAL Charges - FRANCE  TOTAL Charges - GERMANY 
70  88.73  70 
60  60 






;:,40  311.08 
0 
Q) 30 
20  20 
19.47 
10  10 
0  0  c  c  ~  .0  .0  a  cp  cp  cp  ,;  cD  ....  da  da  da  ....  da  ~ 
Ill  .X  a;  ~ - z  ~  en  ~  ~ 











ID  .lll:  LL  CD 
0  CJ 
~  -






















t Sendet's data only  * EKCiuding Spain 











ID  ""' 
LL  a;  ~ - z  11.  ~ 
0  CJ 
;:::) 










ID  .lll:  LL  CD 
0  CJ 
21.82 
....1  11.  Cl)  ~ 











ID  ~  ~  ~  ~  ~  11.  Cl)  ~ 
CJ  ;:::) 
t Sendet's data only  J Recipients data only  * Only 8, Die, P and S 











J Recipients data only  *  Excluding Italy 





::3  40  :r1.01 
() 
CD  30  28.07 
20.83  21 .• 
20 
10 
0  cp  c:  c:  a  cp  c:  :! 
..c  .! 
..c  ai  N  ~  ~  ~  N  ~ 
ID  ""' 
LL  LL  a;  ~ - z  11.  Cl) 
0  CJ APPENDIX II 
Timing 
A:  From Paying-in to Debit 
B:  From Debit to Credit 
C:  From Paying-in to Credit -38-
APPENDIX II 
Table A:  Time Taken Between PAYING-IN and DEBIT Dates 
Number of  Working Days between Cheques being Paid in  by Receipients and ECU 100 
being Debited from Senders, Shown by Sending Member State 
KEY 
•  Normal cheque •  Eurocheque D Postal cheque 
Debit Times from BELGIUM  Debit Times from DENMARK  Debit Times from FRANCE 
41 
17 
Recipients  Recipients 
I 
Debit Times from GERMANY  Debit Times from IRELAND 
40 
Recipients  ·Recipients 
Debit Times from WXEMBOURG  Debit Times from PORTUGAL 
Recipients  Recipients 
40 
30 
!-20  11 
Q 
Recipients 
Debit Times from ITALY 
II 
Recipients 




0  ~C!J.!::: 
Recipients 
* Girobank (UK),  La Poste  (F) -39-
APPENDIX II 
Table B:  Time Taken Between DEBIT and CREDIT Dates 
Number of Working Days between ECU 100 being Debited from Senders and Monies 
Credited to Recipients, Shown by Recipient Member State 
KEY 
•  Normal cheque •  Eurocheque D Postal cheque  V In bank•s favour 
DEBIT-CREDIT Times to BELGIUM 
Senders 





10  v  10 
Senders 




it;20  11 
Q 
Senders 














DEBIT-CREDIT Times to GREECE 
!::1  ~  v 
ca20  V  V  1e  V 
Q  VI  10  v 
10 
Senders 
DEBIT-CREDIT Times to LUXEMBOURG 
Senders 



















ID  ~  ~  ~  CL  ~ 
Senders 




DEBIT-CREDIT Times to NETHERLANDS 
40 
30 
~20  v 
V 
11 
10  vVv 




• Girobank (UK),  La Poste  (F) -40-
APPENDIXTI 
Table C:  Time Taken Between PAYING-IN and CREDIT Dates 
Number of Working Days between Paying in and Crediting Cheques to Recipients, 
Shown by Recipient Member State 
KEY 
•  Normal cheque  •  Eurocheque D Bank cheque  V In bank•s favour 











CREDIT Times to ITALY 







Q  v 
10  7  •  7 
Senders 






1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1  1 
OmU.li!  ....IZII..U)~  • 
(!J- ::J  £ 
Senders 
CREDIT Times to GREECE 
Senders 
CREDIT Times to LUXEMBOURG 
Senders 
CREDIT Times to SPAIN 
40 
Senders 
CREDIT Times to FRANCE 
Senders 
CREDIT Times to IRELAND 
Senders 
CREDIT Times to NETHERLANDS 
Senders 
CREDIT Times to UK 
Senders 
* Girobank  (UK),  lA Poste (F) APPENDIX III 
Banks and Post Offices Used -42-
APPENDIX III 
Banks and  Post Offices  Used 
Numbers refer to those at Appendix I, Table C and at Appendix IV 
Belgium  1  Kredietbank  Italy  1  Banca di Roma 
2  Generale de Banque  2  Banca Nazionale de 
(2 branches)  I'  Agricoltura 
3  Credit Communal de  3  Banca Popolare Commercia 
Belgique  e Industria 
Denmark  1  Den Danske Bank  Luxembourg  1  Banque Generale du 
Luxembourg (2 branches) 
2  Unibank  2  Banque lnternationale 
Luxembourgeoise 
3  Roskilde Bank 
France  1  Banque Nationale de Paris  Netherlands  1  ABN AMRO Bank 
2  Credit Lyonnais  2  Rabobank 
3  Societe Generale  3  lNG Bank 
ptt  ..  ·La Poste 
Germany  1  Deutsche Bank  Portugal  1  Banco PortugQes d6 
Atlantica 
2  Landesgirokasse 
3  Raiffeisenbank 
4  Sudwestbank  Spain  1  Banco Central Hispano 
ptt  Postgiroamt  2  "La Caixa" 
Greece  1  Credit Bank  3  Caixa de Sabadell 
2  National Bank of Greece 
3  Ergo Bank  UK  1  Barclays Bank 
Ireland  1  Allied Irish Banks  2  Lloyds Bank 
2  Trustee Savings Bank  3  National Westminster Bank 
(TSB) 
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